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Summary 

What is your main reason for using library facilities?(you can tick more than one option) 
 

To support course of study 295 37% 

Leisure/general enjoyment 18 2% 

Independent learning 251 32% 

Research 148 19% 

Looking for jobs 75 10% 

How many hours do you spend reading in the HPU Library daily? 

 

One 50 10% 

Two 122 25% 

Five 142 30% 

Other 166 35% 

Do you consider yourself? 

 

A beginner in using Library 113 24% 

An intermediate user of Library 181 38% 

A fairly experienced user of Library 125 26% 

A very experienced user of Library 61 13% 

If you visit a University Library which services do you want to use?(please tick all that apply) 
 

Borrow books 310 26% 

Read magazines or newspaper 244 20% 

24 hours reading Room 185 15% 

Research topics 182 15% 

Xeroxing and reference Services 138 11% 

Journals 146 12% 
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Please tick reason/reasons which make you feel that you do not need University library services? (please 
tick all that apply) 
 

Lack of time 249 47% 

Lack of interest 67 13% 

I find everything I need online or from other sources 110 21% 

I buy my own books 100 19% 

Do you reserve the books for your use in the Library circulation section? 

 

If yes how often 40 8% 

Very often 42 9% 

Some- times 178 37% 

Rarely 220 46% 

Is your library providing photocopy facility ? 

 

Yes 363 76% 

No 115 24% 

If yes how much cost is charged for each copy 
50 paisa during semester period 75 paise Rs. 1.00 each 075 paisa Rs. 1 each copy 1 Rupee RS. 1 for both side of page 75 paisa 60 pais per copy One rupee 
per page both sides One Rupee One rupee per each copy 75 paisa per copy 1 rupee 0.75 paisa B=NO idea RS. 1.30 60 paisa single side Rs. 1.00 per page -
NIL- Rs. 1.20 per copy .50 paisa 60 paise 75 paise/page 25 paisa NA 0.70 paisa per copy 50 PAISE 60 paisa -NIL- In Central libray but not in departmental 
library Nut no paper 1 rupee both side Rs, 1 50 paise/page 50 paise each copy 35 paisa Rs. 2 50 paise copy Rs. 1 Np Photocopy facility RS. 1 per page Rs. 
1.50 per page no change 25 paisa per page No idea -NIL_ 75 pasia 50 PAISE/ PAGE50 paisa single side of page 80 paisa per copy No information 50 pais 
per page 50 paisa for each page 75 paIsa per page 10 paisa charged for each copy i rupee/page both sides Please try to improve the quality Don't Know 50 
paise/copy 1 rupee each copy 50 paisa per paer 50 pais 40 paisa per copy 1 rupee copy 70 paise par page 0.75 paisa per copy RS. 1 per copy -NA- Don't 
know 50 paise RS. 1 both sides 60 paisa per page 50 paisa -Nil- 80 paise per page 60 paise per page one rupee for each copy 50 per copy Rs. 1 for both 
side Rs. 1.25 40 paisa 60 PAISA Rs. 1 per page 1.20 rupee per page it may be 73 paise, exactly i don't know how much...... 50 paise/page Rs. 1.25 per 
page Rs. 1 both side 80 paisa Rs. 1.20 Sixty-eighty paisa per copy Rs. 1 Per copy 60 paisa one side 50 paise per copy 50 paisa per copy 40 paisa per 
page 75 paisa per page 50 to 70 paisa -NIl- One rupee per page of both sides 1 Rupee /Copy Rs. 1 per copy 50 paisa 1.00 75 paisa per page 75 paise per 
copy Rs, 1 per copy Rs. 0.50 per copy 5 rupee Rs. 1.00 50 paisa per page 65 paisa per page Law library has no facility for photocopy 

Are you satisfied with this service? 

 

Yes 360 75% 

No 118 25% 

 



Are you satisfied with the circulation system of your library? 

 

yes 378 79% 

no 102 21% 

If NO please specify. 
delay in service circulation system is not good because it is limited to every few students There is no proper arrangement -nil- No facility is provided The 
timing of science library should be 8 to 6 pm Books issue timings not satisfactory Specially Sanskrit books are not available there bOOKS SHOULD BE 
AVAILABLE TO THE STUDENTS AT TIME OF THEIR FINAL EXAMS Some employee open talk insection i.e. phone etc. the space for reading there things 
is very less -NIL- The timing of science library section should be 8 to 6 pm I am satisfied There is nor proper management it get damaged, so need more 
books in libaray Students does not behave in disciplined ways Not effective no poper Materials in books is not enough. Moreover books are not in 
abundance.management of chairs and tables No sitting facilities for students or rare facilities v need more machines for photostate A book circulation for 
fourteen days if one book available other will re--issued are deposited it late then what other will do. for any food reason need no explanation i am a beginner 
in this library Re-issue period should be increased The timing of science library should between 8 to 6 pm need more machines for phogostate Students just 
occupy the tables by placing the books and themselves go out and the students waiting to study for to just look for seats all over. Because if harms for the 
newly candidates do not have different books due to improper facility like chairs, old books bad condition new edition books bot available Books should be 
issued for a month of 15 days lack of seats The science section should be opened for 24 hours sometimes the copies of the books are not in adequate 
numbed as match to the number of students Photostat machines are not in good working conditions It creates disturbance to the students Library needs to be 
upgraded There is no proper seats NUMBER OF BOOKS MOSTLY NEEDED Books should be issued for a long durationbooks cannot circulate at the time of 
exam My answer is Yes they took a long time for ohtocopy -NIL:- Over loaded B.ed section should be kept open till 9 pm and Himalayan section timing should 
be extended there is no proper circulation system It takes a very long time to have a book of interest for each and every student and sometimes reservation 
system lets stunts deprived of a books required when he needs it the most 

How much is the library staff helpful towards you? 

 

Very helpful 218 45% 

Helpful 197 41% 

Neutral 65 14% 

Water [Are you satisfied with the following physical facilities of the University library?] 
 

Poor 182 38% 

Fair 72 15% 

Average 139 29% 

Good 74 15% 

Excellent 11 2% 

Toilet [Are you satisfied with the following physical facilities of the University library?] 
 

Poor 143 30% 

Fair 104 22% 

Average 143 30% 

Good 71 15% 

Excellent 17 4% 

 



Heating [Are you satisfied with the following physical facilities of the University library?] 
 

Poor 147 31% 

Fair 94 20% 

Average 139 29% 

Good 75 16% 

Excellent 23 5% 

Sitting Arrangements [Are you satisfied with the following physical facilities of the University library?] 
 

Poor 102 21% 

Fair 89 19% 

Average 145 30% 

Good 109 23% 

Excellent 33 7% 

If you have access to/use computer facilities elsewhere, please say where? (please tick all that apply) 
 

Home 200 30% 

School/college/university/Deptt.Computer Centre 158 24% 

Cyber cafe 228 34% 

Work place 54 8% 

Other 25 4% 

ICT Facilities 

Would you be interested in having training on how to use the computer facilities available in the Library? 

 

yes 390 81% 

no 90 19% 

How important is it for the University library to provide computer facilities? 

 

Very important 403 84% 

Quite important 42 9% 

Not very important 11 2% 

necessity of the hour 24 5% 



Are there any ways the library could improve your access to the IT services on offer?How? (please specify 
in three lines) 
cuber cafe computer must work properly By making children aware about the materials in library Provision of wi-fi For finding our research material and IT 
service is very important . So computer is very useful tool for this Wi-fi for every university and even private universities are providing wi-fi, then why should 
not HPU Wi-fi facility should be provided in the library The library can have more of computers having net facility The university will setup its own system if IT 
fully equipped with all modern facility Increase the number of computer system and replace older ones into new ones as some of them always remain out of 
functioning. processing speed is bit slow Provision of free wi-fi service By providing training to every interested students The It department is located at 
ground floor, where much of students don not know about it. It should be at a convenient place and accessible to all We can get the first hand information, No 
need to looking for others Providing more computer, internet facility proper sitting arrangement for our studies More Finance Yes, it offers us good services 
and we get all the access which is important regarding our study but sometimes we did not get IT services due to network and computer problems there 
should proper network facility/ connectivity which can save our time especially for researchers they have internet check over user of computers in the 
library by providing computer in library wi-fi service in library printers tp print out relevant material from compters not Internet in library as i use my own 
desktop or laptop for internet access Access should be granted to the IT section on the regular library card by giving wi-fi facility first of all provide the wi-fi 
and service must be free, presently we can not able to access internet by providing the adequate infrastructure of computer equipment's and trainees there 
on Provide internet access Provide paid softwares Assign a login and password to all faculty for online access to library subscribed the journals e-books more 
finance There should be a good quality wi-fi facility Wi-fi facility its very important now a days that facility of computer should be there By providing wifi facility 
to every students in university One computer with internet facility in every section of the library Wi-fi service should be provided computers should be installed 
itself in the library By providing the IT or internet facilities of various types in each and every sections of library like wi-fi facilities etc. latest edition of books 
and wifi services must be provide Library can provide online journals and reading facilities with book catalog Because this is the time of information 
technology we all getting all information through internet related jobs and etc. Desktops are very old, they must be changed Processing is slow so change the 
processors Shpod provide online reader services provide wi-fi new computer trained person should be there for during the computer seeeion There should be 
wi -fi facility in library campus wi-fi The main purpose in HPU library is to improve or establish It services because it is important is present scenarios Wi-fi 
facilities should be very important to develop library establish a better infrastructure in library Computer labs opening Broadband connections New It 
technology Providing IT lab Give there Wi-fi facility Providing to the monitor High speed internet facility to provide By giving computer facilities In this library 
sitting plan is not good the officer of the library not all helpful More journals related to IT should be provided free wifi and free internet service should e 
provided I think there may be a provision , so that every student should have to spend one hours on the computer for the IT service as well as their own 
studies _NIL_ To provide valuable material Provide It facilities in department library For finding our research material service is very important Providing more 
computer Internet facility Proper sitting arrangement Through science direct -NIL- Yes, library facility in It services must be improve, there must be wi-fi 
system in the library and also in the whole campus Provide computerised reader services for borrow and circulation along with computerised cataloging By 
increase no. of computers look in at need of quick information now a days wifi must be enabled over not only in the library but in all over the campus Provide 
modern type computer Printer Scanner are mostly needed Virus free computers every department should have their computer facility for the student By 
providing wi-fi facilities By providing net in all departments Please provide new LCD's in library cafe There should be proper printing facilityBy providing an 
expert in computer to help the students mostly who have poor knowledge in computer for learning purpose IT services provide well knowledge for the 
students regarding their syllabusUniversity authority should start good IT services with qualified staff in library E-catalogue Server connection should be fast 
There should be more printers in the lab for printing purpose Wi-fi faility Trained IT staff More computer there is users to improved to access to the IT services 
on cuber and when we have a knowledge to operate the system properly them the time house to be reserved It makes us aware about the daily happiness 
and also to line the different publication on different materials In library there should be good computer facility and internet facility. There should be wi-fi facility 
in university campus also. Sufficient infrastructure IT lab must be established Computer expert must be there University library is charging rupees for using IT 
services, but i think this is the highest institute in Himachal Pradesh so it may be free Wi0fi facility must be improved Good IT lab should be facilitated Access 
should be provided to every student I think the systems in the library are not always in working condition and the infrastructure of the areas of very bad By 
providing wi-fi facilities in the library by providing good computers there is no such facility mention above Wi-fi facility in library Full management and staff in 
library Provision of Wi-fi -NIL_ In library to provide the wi-fi computer facility, printer and other IT building to make more and more cyber cafe and it will be 
done a sitting facility you to make of the in private land. Introduction of wi-fi in every section More charging points for laptop users use of wi-fi By making 
students aware about the IT services you are provided inlibrary library should be facilitated with wi-fi facility, proper internet use and printing facility is 
important in present scenario By Providing more PC Connected with internet services Wi-fi facility should be installed. It is is not possible cyber cafe of HPU 
library should be moderated and credible facilities needed to be given there By wi-fi facility wi-fi facility new computer and new windows like windows 8 it is 
necessary to everyone and provide better IT facilities to everyone Wi-fi campus not only single department or library By increasing computer systems in 
library cuber cafe and provide better internet facilities By providing time slots for each department for using IT services First of all provide new monitor for 
cyber in library quick net facilities and provide printer in library A Computer lab can be set up for 24 hours access Replace old computer systems Using wi-fi 
facility Subscription of online journals should be there giving free use of computers facility the condition of computers should be improved Systems are full of 
viruses, up gradation of systems required For finding our research material it. Service is very important so computer is very useful for this. By providing more 
and more computer By providing computer instructor To aware the students about computer knowledge and inportance Wi-fi facility can improve It services 
Experienced trainer should be there Full system It should kept the electronic material of studing There should be one port specifically related with IT server in 
the library By establish a copter lab in the library for reading of online journals and to be upto date with new or daily research work By providing computer 
rooms in our library Library can improve access ti IT services if wi-fi system provided by administration By providing online journals and books . It helps the 
students and save the time. WI-fi system By giving wi-fi facility computer usage and broadband plus wi-fi The IT services should be provided to mainly the 
science section To provide wi-fi services and broadband services for internet Provide wi-fi facility Free internet facility to improve the IT and appear yes, 
before comes the university i have no knowledge if IT field, but to low charges of coputers use in the library i am able to use it By providing better facilities The 
catalogues should be online Library should maintain a computer with new computer and wi-fi fcility the important speed must be increased and the number of 
pc must be increased By providing internet wi-fi facility in the library By providing e-library facilities Permission to bring laptops and use them in library with wi-
fi service wi-fi facilities in the library Cyber cafe should have the facilities of high speed internet service An IT lab or a cyber cafe should pr properly managed 
in the premises of library so that students can avail the facility There should be more computers in IT lab and sitting plan should be in proper way. The most 
important thing is that there should be teacher who help us in IT lab. I think each and everything should be made online for this purpose by digitalis the library, 
work load and quick service can be available. Also digital pass can be issued to legal border many students suffers with a most frequent use of internet 
access. so there should be an open wi-fi system so that we can access anything on it and more out the best Library must have its own cyber cafe with 
nominal cost for internet and also w-0fi facility provide free internet services for the students provide high speed internet facility for the students Yes, they can 
improve the quality and also the number of systems in the library By providing wi-fi facility in the library in campur There should be at least 100 computer in IT 
lab There should be internet facility IT services should be free for the students Very fast internet facility i thinks it is connected with wi-fi facility i think it should 
be available for 12 hours because the Stengel of the students are very much and computers are very less by providing more pc To increase the capacity 
sitting with large number of computers and proper connectivity of internet service all the students are use of the computer of the study material of the online. it 
is to improve the IT services Yes Should fully computerise its activities Yes by providing catalogues online providing me hour time daily for a group of 
students coming regularly Library can facilitate students by installing large numbers of computer system with internet facility Most of computer in library work 
not properly, please provide good new window computer Providing computer lab in the library with the teacher for and kind of help Enhanced infrastructure of 
IT services should be done on priority by way of providing more systems and updated versions of all latest e-books and journals and broadband 
connectivity wi - fi facility should be provide in library -NIl- wi-fi facility By providing computer facilities along with trained computer teachers in library. and 
providing proper time management making campus Wi-fi Providing electric points and lan ports for laptops Increasing number of systems in laboratory By 
providing more terminals for the users. All computes should be in working condition Lan network or wi-fi system and allow person laptops in thelibraery Try to 
open cyber cafe regularly Low cost if possible for students Used latest windows and PC's They should place three four pc;s with internet There should be best 
wi-fi facility Provide wi-fi Each and every current affairs can get from IT services. Also be using for students welfare and scholars less time and helpful for 
study sneering also They can improve facilities at lower rate as compared to market rate i.e 5-10 per hour To provide high speed internet services, provide 
new pc and printer or scanner Access of science journal online for getting full research papers Computer should be provided Quality of computer in existing 
cyber cafe computer facilities available in departments not in library. library only for study through wi-fi facility Like another university our university stated 
smart classes, first up all law departmetn It can provide chords of internet connections to the laptops in each table Access the IT services to regular card 
holder In science section Here is no computer facilities. We feel that we are studying in 17th or 18th century university in europe all teachers computer should 
be linked with internet, e-library of HPU improvement is very important in all types also in the matter of IT services, so use improve the using material also we 
improve the IT services Yes, by making library services digital By making children/students aware how to use internet facility by showing the number of books 
available in library with different courses Wi-fi Internet is sometimes very slow in our library The computer in the library should be well functioning and without 
any viruses as it is tiday 



Would you generally agree with cancelling print journals for reason of economy and offering electronic 
journals instead of them? 

 

Yes 232 48% 

No 247 52% 

Would you generally agree with cancelling print journals for reason of economy and offering electronic 
journals instead of them? 
We don't find journals of our interest in print form, whereas electronically mush material is being provided. Condition is more of the online journals are paid 
and library should do something in this regard.Thought print journals are also improtant Yes. I agree because electronic journal can be presented for 10 year 
duration and can be accessed anytime as compared to print journals the print journals available at present are not good sufficient By implementing electronic 
journals facility, students can easily downloads them and they can read them at their home also Because print journals are easy to read and no need of 
computer screen. Which posses eye problems and there are weak computer facilities so they can not be available easily sop print journals cheaper print 
journals are very poor in HPUEnvironment friendly and time saving All science journals Yes, as it believe print version are limited in nature and tree could be 
used by few people at a time. Instead, e-journals have access to unlimited users at a time, there by making it more efficient and use friendly e-journal are very 
to handle 50-50 because looking on PC screen continoulsy may be harmful for health Printing costly mechanism as compared to electronic mode and 
connectivity every print kills a tree. SO electronic made are environment friendly. Saving the money to help the due work in easily that why to know the 
electronic journals internet Because they are accessible from the desk itself It may be concerned but only in the case it you name better cyber facility Nothing 
to say in this regard -NIL- internet facility In electronic journals process is every their is also not be information and lack of errors and also data be secured in 
that type NO mathematics in filed of pure maths Most of the time subject matter which we needed not available in the library NIL No economy is the main 
rreason yes -NIL_ LAW Science Journals No Comment Because there are various types of modern facilities available which helps us a lot. They need less 
time for completion of work as well as less cost. University library has not proper infrastructure for providing electronic journal so cancelling the print journals 
is not a good idea Law journals it saves paper and time It would be more economical for the students No comment e-books or electronic copies can be taken 
by any one for future use also As journal available in library do not include new emerging topic if we see Punjab university journals is electronic library system 
is upgraded by computerized system i think the time they used for the photostat is very much one or tow days for one book and the services providing by then 
us very poor we always tae print out from the journals by electronic journals we can access from easily and is short period of time it saves moneytoday most 
of the students have smart phones or pcs they can access e-journals from library more easily and it needed they can set xerox copies Yes, because besides 
economy, these will be available with the press of a button also. I do not agree with cancelling print journals Easy availability of journal and can carry along 
with us in laptops and cellphones. save papers Yes in every case, why to waste paper -NIl- paper journal are only available in the library but electronic 
journals can be put online Yes. it will save paper and everybody can access it from anywhere they want there is no need to carry then along Because 21st 
century is ITs century and without it a man cannot grow The newspapers and magazines should be provided online where there are proper computer 
facilities -NIL- Yes, to be important journal in the library It cost less and use for many-many years, any very important it wants to carry it than we pen drive and 
its over off line study keeps its importance , however our library will not be able to provide such number of computer that students could study online No, 
because some people can't afford assets for their research e-journals is easy to access and read wherever we want nil 

Are you aware of e-journal service available to HP University through UGC Inflibnet? 

 

Yes 148 31% 

No 331 69% 

Are you aware of e-journal service available to HP University through UGC Inflibnet? 
i m not aware about it when the e-journals service available to the university the student study more and new styles and learning. It is very essential for use to 
library for loys No. I am not aware of this I am not aware of e-journal available to HP University through UGC. I have not used this service for studies and 
research work -NIL- Sometimes very often Not provided Resoruces I generally use economics and political weekly which enhance my thinking NO Very 
rerely NIL We use this service for to collect the information about our writer I didn't use this service yet but it is a good service and we can get recent study 
material regarding this and can nade it in use of our research work yes -NIL_ Quite Often, without these our research work will suffer Quite regularly Quite 
Often routine maths regularly For my studies, e-journals services provide by H P University is very helpful for the students everyday even a Sunday or 
holidays Quite often i have not tried it once. No access of full text data in journal not available how can we say that we are aware e-journals very 
poor often Very Often there is no provision to provide these type of facility for students Almost daily Whenever needed for my research 
work Regularly Yes lack of knaolwdge SOME TIMES some time Research topic is related to HP so journal keeps least importance for me but even than i use 
to read them I used this service lack of awareness by HPU library Drinking water facility should be improved. Water purifier should be there Outsiders should 
not be allowed in library without having library cards. There are many books which are not available in library and books should be replaced More chairs 
should be provided in every section Toilets should be neat and clean Very rarely don't understand Very often not that much nil 

 

 



Would you like to see catalogues of Himachal Pradesh University Library on the web? 

 

yes 456 95% 

no 24 5% 

Would you like to have a password operated an e-user account for yourself as member of the University 
Library 

 

yes 443 92% 

no 37 8% 

Suggestions for improvement 

What are your views/expections about the future of the library services?(state in five lines) 
Increase the seats in library Facility of computer and net system Improve the facility of water Repair bathrooms of library There should be facility of all type of 
books related to UGC net exam and for all other competitive exams it should be good, and reading room of main library should remain open all the time sitting 
arrangement for students more chairs should be provided in B.ed section may our library live lone very much.................. more aqua guard water facility, good 
chairs, and good internet facility By providing proper computer facility Upto date data Provide new edition books Maintenance Proper drinking water Computer 
Sysytem New edition of every book would be provide as soon as possible Focus should be on competitive examine books Improvement of sitting 
arrangement I expert you to increase the library timing as it the competitive world opening library for 12 hours is not enough. Students want to study 
more Provide more books. proper sitting planning, increase the timing More seats for students , tables should be like in advance study Water aqua guard 
facility New editions of books must be available. Four to five copies of one edition should be available It should provide the latest books/materials on subject 
Is should provide the printing and photocopy facilities Wifi facility Online services More sitting arrangement, water facility, 12-24 for general section improve 
library infrastructure new books should be there replace the old chairs computerized the library The future of our library is bright but some aspects should be 
seen with great approach Bring new edition of books Improve the quality of old books Foreign author's books should be available Sitting arrangements should 
be improved Books of latest edition should be provided There should a wi -fi facility as well as good water condition and its a humble request to assistant 
librarian please. the general section should be open for 24 hours. it should have more access to most of the reference published books for journals and 
booksThere must be a cyber cafe and wi-fi facility in the library. there must be an electronic user account for the member of the university library and 24 hours 
reading room and in yearly there must be a book fair so taht students can purchase new books the first improvement should be about sitting second about 
drinking water the lack of chairs should be improved fourth is creation of better property counter Provide updated books of text books and reference books for 
the students. In winter session November to March provide sufficient heater for the students Quantity of books and updated library material More of 
electronically equipped . It should have more better drinking facility and audio visual aids, the catalog must be electronic Computer facilities, Chairs for sitting 
is very important need. Removal of other offices from library Proper time for students to read. Water facility We search and study anything with the help of 
library, to help in our test Proper internet facility required in lab Library should provide good sitting plan account to department Library should provide filter 
water Library should provide proper light facility Library should provide clean toilet Online facility Number of books issued should be increased number of days 
new proper water facility and toilet Facility of wifi and power plug connection with each table Proper sitting system new books in the library Provide more 
books and magazines Improvement in Internet facility Proper sitting arrangement Create more space for students by shifting UGC academic staff college It 
should be more towards e-service It will be Digital Library. Any where any time library by providing facility like water, toilet, extend timing during exam time 
and make it digitized, it can be better for HPU students and library The library record if not online, at-least it must be computerized so that we can easily know 
that which books is available Will be become good or eith the full fcilities provide new books Students wants few big and better libraries for preparing their 
exams. more funds requiredTo provide data base library in law and electronic journals should be provided instead of print journals. If possible then please 
open general section for 24 hours, water related problem should not be in library chairs should be available in the library Computers facilities should be able 
in the library B.ed section should be opened whole day Library services must be improved because there is a old forms of authority library. We should do 
sometimes new and latest facilities must be increased in library facilities. every books should be provided there easily I wish that students are given books for 
more duration Recent books Provides the photocopy facility in the library we see catalogs of the H P University library on the web provides the computer 
facility New edition of books and research papers Registration for journals to access full data water, toilets and seating arrangements should be 
improved More space and chairs to accommodate more students Better internet facility Provide more books, repair of toilets, more chairs, drinking water 24 
hours water facility in toilet Better sanitation in the toilet provide more chairs in every section Increasing chairs in every departmental library including 
university library To be updated Increase in quantity of books increase the sitting capacity Provide proper sitting arrangement in library, also provides water 
purifier for students and wifi facility in the library large sitting capacity Wifi enable with electric and lan points Extension in closing and opening time Heating 
facility Proper sanitaion The future of our library is bright but some aspects should be seen with great approach. library must be useful to students for other 
study and other activities like research material etc. Provide properly newly addition books maintenance properly Proper drinking water supply Stop talking in 
the library staff in each section Ban on mobiles in the library My view is that there must be new edition of books in our library with their Hindi version. Inflibnet 
should be there For books query minimum 5-6 computers should be in each section for searching the all books there should be wi-fi and cyber library in our 
university Proper infrastructure of library Proper facility of water and toilet 24 hours reading rom proper accommodation 24 hours fcility Library should be 
equipped with new edition books More sitting arrangements in the reading rooms Proper water and toilet sanitation and facility Proper sitting arrangements 
demand of books of many other authors we must updated our library or computerized system must be by this service we can borrow by computer i thinks 
there is lack of staff in our university. the employees are giving there best to maintain the library. university should provide best quality staff for issues 
services No improvement required As per Punjab university library books should be increased every year Good accommodation According to my point of view 
the future of library services will be very bright. There will be more material and facilities for students as well as for research scholars. These facilities will be 
proved very important in shaping the future of coming generation Proper sitting facility Proper staff Internet facility To increase the capacity sitting with large 



number of computers and proper connectivity of internet service New edition of the books should be in the text section Provide the photocopy facility in library 
and also provide the catalogs of books of university on web Inside the library should be proper chairs, noiseless and proper discipline Computer 
systems Drinking water facility should be improved. Water purifier should be there Outsiders should not be allowed in library without having library cards. 
There are many books which are not available in library and books should be replaced More chairs should be provided in every section Toilets should be neat 
and clean proper sitting facility in all the library proper maintenance , water and heating facility More Sanskrit books which are only one or two copy Heaters 
Toilet Cleanness More space for bags Library in future must go online, with borrowing of books online, with digtisation Increasing the number of seats All 
seats well fixed Computer facilities sir i want the library of HPU legal department will open early morning at 8 am to and closed 7 pm, this is my request from 
you sir. I hope to be the good condition in the future time to be in the follow The toilets, poor water facility availability of lack of sitting chairs in library must be 
improved To provide computer facility To provide photocopy facility Provide more books, proper sitting facility, increase the timing We should retire the old 
syllabus because thay have no knowledge about comupter and we have to give opportunity to the new young boys to service in HPU The paid -staff should 
be focused about why they are there, their duties towards the students. the library should be wifi-, proper outlook and sitting facilities including group rooms, 
private rooms etc. Provide Hindi medium books Increase the staff strength in library Prepare the catalog in section of all the books Increase the toilet facility 
Improve the water facility the latest books should be made available in library No explanation Services should be electronic i.e. by card touching and 
computer operated In am not a very much experienced user of library. Till today I have done independent study by bringing my own books. I am fully satisfied 
with the environment of library Good sitting management Availability of sufficient books Fast netwrok HPU library facilitates to students with various facilities. 
If e-learning will be if more computers are facilities. Sanitation of the toilets would facilitates students much better Increase the time upto 7 o'clock open on 
sunday larger sitting capacity Better and well equipped computer labs Wi-fi enabled Should increase the no. of heaters A special 24 hours section on;y for 
girls so that girls can sit confortable Well infrastructure Good atmosphere IT services There should be books which our teacher in toughing and personal 
books should be allowed in text book section and in general section, number of seats should be increased . there is no vacant seat available in 
afternoon Please provide internet facilities in law depsrtment Collection of books should be improvised because most of the books are outdated according to 
the new syllabus. Sitting capacity should be increased or improvised Water and toilet facilities are also need to improve University library providing us a good 
study material and because of library we can study To improve water supply in library To improve new information happening in library To expand photocopy 
section Improve infrastructure and provide good books for every subjects Improve sitting facility as soon as possible Water provided for drinking is of very 
poor quality Provide drinking water, toilet facility in 24 hour library The safai karamchari Books in the science section are not updated, new editions not 
available otherwise the service is good To provide the new books, proper sitting arrangement for common student and research scholar More chairs n 
library Provide photocopy facility and internet facility wi-fi and internet connection and time limit for each user Heating and water system should be 
good Library services should be online also Proper storing of library books the status of which should be available on the library software New edition of 
quality of books along with competitive view also new edition as old novels etc. Availability of chairs with some more timing and above and all digitization of 
library -NIL- Books in the science section are not updated. new editions not available otherwise the service are good Improve our department library Number 
of chairs should be increased New books are not available Water for drinking is not available New stock Water facility the water facility in your library is very 
poor the library authority also provide purifier water for the students the ugc academic staff college should be shifted to other place Provide easy and fast 
services finding books, proper water facility and reading rooms The future of our library is very bright. But some aspects should be seen with great 
approach. Books should be issued for long time New edition of books must be available a easy access to reference section books Water facility I want to say 
that in library need of full staff in secular section only one teacher there and we wait to return the books. So we are stand there in lines so increase the no. of 
employee there Library furniture should be proper and books are also arranged in separate sequence for all departmetn Wi-fi facility New building students 
are increasing day by day library sitting plan should be increase Timing of library should increase and good sitting facilities., water faculties should be proper 
and drinking water should be available 24 hours. In library we have all such books, magazines as per the required of a student or learner. Especially old 
books, journals which are not available anywhere can be found here. New books are required. Seating facility needs to be improved To provide new edition 
books in our library provide more chairs for students fresh water facilities and also provide Hindi medium books for students especially those students which 
study Hindi Medium Hitech university, wi-fi library To provide books of foreign authors as much as possible with their online copies providing to library 
caomputers Wi-fi faclilty should be compulsary Photostate facility there should be adequate facilities of sitting water toilets etc. To be have all types of 
required material for study Helping staff should be there Current magazines and newspapers and journals Research material should be there Library should 
be hitech, better sitting facilities and water toilet and good environment of library Skilled staff should be recruited in future Books purchased in the library 
should be intimated to the concerned departmetn Refreshing the books Latest subject related books should be there Their should be facilities of internet 
also. Improve the toilet facility many of books are not available Arranging books of latest syllabus proper water facilities wi-fi facility Library should proper 
heating facilities Newspapers should be provided for each section Proper ventilation of library or reading room along with provision of all Hindi English 
newspapers It is should be completely computrsed online service There should be calmness in the library Remove the Academic staff college from the library, 
it creates disturbance ti the students There should be proper arrangements of books Every subjects have there proper space in library Books are not properly 
arranged There should be good internet facility also Library is the pivot of all the activities in the University activities for learning teaching and research. It 
should be fully computerised and online in future with acess to all knowledge resources on the web Library should provide good books and competitive 
magazines Proper chair, discipline proper books in section etc. Proper siting facility should be provided. Latest books should be there and Number of 
research journals should be increaed Internet services should be better Catalogs services should be on the web Our view about the future of the library 
services to increase the study hours of science section, so that we study in these room all times. it should be high tech through internet facilities and better 
accommodation, need more staff and maintenance Wi-Fi facilities should compulsary Reading roms should be in good condition Photostate facilities etc. they 
should be books available in both medium Hindi as well as English and better seating plan should be there and pure water and proper toilet facility should be 
there Computer system Proper infrastructure of library and proper water and toilet facility New paint should be used on walls every year Recent editions of 
books should be there Expansion of IT lab so that more and more students can avail internet facility provide properwater and heater facilities, (2) More sitting 
accomodation (3) Provide reading rooms for research scholors (4) Fill up vacant posts of staff (5) Wi-Fi Conection good sitting facilities, ventilation, light water 
purifier, silence and borrows books more than 4 good and new edition of books Reference section books must be more To be gave all types of required 
material for study Helping staff should be there research martial should be there The library staff purpose their capabilities in all fields like communication, 
decision etc. seating arrangement should be quite comfortable over crowding should not be there. proper heating, water supply should be there. Library 
services are good, but they can improve by doing goof work in light, toilet and chairs Library should be updated with the all new and old books and IT services 
should be installed and upgraded ASAP THE INTERNET FACILITY SHOULD BE PROVIDED TO THE STUDENTS. THAT'S WHY THEY CAN ACCESS TO 
THEIR STUDY MATERISL I accept our library to be Hi-tech and separate department for different departments of university . Tea and coffee machine should 
be available Providing more books books which is not in good condition should be mentain its of all library of HPU must be online like other university and 
online services must be provided to every one latest editions of all books should be provided Different sections should be for seniors / juniors . 
researchers The whole system should be made computerized, so that fast service can be provided there is very need of aqua guard, due to when students 
got a fresh and clean water Water should be available even and every point time of opening and closing of library should be increased Provide latest edition 
books Improve the infrastructure Provide wi-fi facility in librqry The Library should provide internet facility Please provide internet facilities in law 
department For making it futuristic all computer services need to be computerised urgently with journal, books and reference catalogues made available 
through the university website with access to user account information through website The employees should be most cooperative and not rubbish, for which 
the number of employee should be enough satisfctory wi-fi facilityshould have the facility of e-books Some times books are found in library so that books 
related to case should be available provided by the library new edition of books should be here improvement in circulation of books helpful staff best facilities 
in the library I my perception libraries should be totally regulated by internet and for important technology does today an important role. Recruitment of staff to 
provide more facility for students Very important Proper studying environment i think the bad conditions of the chairs should be improved. the services 
provided by the library staff should be improved. the heating facilities are very poor at the time of winters. Research topic is related to HP so journal keeps 
least importance for me but even than i use to read them Satisfaction is all what we want so the library services should satisfy everyone I just expect that 
library should posses a lot of books on each and every subject due to which the students will not face any problem regarding issuance of books Better library 
services are beneficial for students. It is need of the hour that library should provide good and new books with in the time frame Automation needs to be done 
Computers should be provided to both staff and students provide wi-fi Easy digital methods of issuing books Internet facility New stock should be there my 
expectations are future is be better arrangement f sitting and it could be highly digitized according to the students needs Photostat machine in law library. It 
should be computerized Its a a part of student and any learner. Library is a bank of knowledge. It is important for studying and search its provided use new 
point of Views Improvement in sitting system Toilet facility Library timings 

 



For which of the following services would you be prepared to pay a reasonable user charges? (Please tick 
all that apply) 
 

Use of computers and the internet 255 40% 

Use of Wi-fi 292 46% 

Posting multimedia items to your home terminal 89 14% 

Imagine scenerio about library services in 5-10 years time, which of the following scenario most appeals to 
you? 

 

Few big and better libraries 121 25% 

Library services mostly digital. 107 22% 

Downloadable e-books 115 24% 

Online services 137 29% 

Library may propose to put self-service machines into all the sections of our library reducing the numbers of 
paid staff and recruiting volunteers to help and deliver the service. This way of working has the potential to 
save money without closing any library. Do you think: 

 

This is a good idea if it saves library services 380 79% 

You would rather see fewer libraries but fully run by paid staff 68 14% 

Other 32 7% 

Would you be willing to support your University library by volunteering to help in 
any of the following types of services? 

1. General volunteering e.g. assisting users, shelving books 

 

Yes 422 88% 

No 57 12% 

 

 

 



2. To develop the libraries for the use of society 

 

Yes 455 95% 

No 24 5% 

3. Helping people to learn e.g. basic IT skills for library usage 

 

Yes 452 94% 

No 27 6% 

4. Promotion and fund raising activities 

 

Yes 424 89% 

No 55 11% 

Give your suggestions for the overall improvement of the University Library services/ facilities within ten 
points 
increase the sitting space by shifting staff college and bank 24 hours open the general section improve the internet facility Provide more books, proper sitting 
facility, increase the timing, more private reading rooms, more staff, online service E-books Digitization of library Wi-fi E-code of libraries to students 
Computer/laptops for libraries remote excess to university library by its students for studying Nominal charges for e-libraries Efficient computer knowledge 
staff Better chairs and desks should be provided by the library administration New magazines Infrastructural facilities should be improved such as toilets, 
eater etc. To help to read our syllabus book To help to quality the entrance To read good books To help to read good written book I have seen that maximum 
of students in university come to library and occupies the seats, but when they go out for either lunch or any kind of refreshment, they always keep their 
books on the table, which is not according to rule of library when any other student finds it vacant for study, they show their objection by saying that I have 
kept my books here so this is my seat. This should not be done, every student in university is having right ti use library as per his requirement people should 
not ist in reading rooms people must contribute by some donations to library 24- hours section must be improved library must be equipped with wi-fi facility 
drinking water facility charging points for laptops must be provided increase reference books make library 24 X 7 provide good expert staff make proper user 
facilities provide new tables and chairs in science section timing of closing of library on Sunday should be 8 pm wi-fi facility should be provided in library 
facility books from library should be issued upto 20 days students should be allowed to take their own private books to text sections of libraryNew edition of 
books 5-10 copies per books Good sitting rooms or big reading rooms 20 newspapers and 10-20 magazines Proper sitting for every member Toilet should be 
clean Science section should also be open at 9.00 am Digital 2 Provide sitting acommodation 3 Wi- Fi facilities 4 Water Heater Facilities provide properly Fill 
up vacant posts of staff 6 improve security service 7 nReading Rooms for Scholors 8 Imrpove Himalayan ;section condition 9 Increase library timing Provide 
latest knowledge edition book good furniture extend the library time excellent facilities of water, light and ventilation clean toilets examine the room daily, 
proper cleaning and improving Students of all department should have own library seats Improve the water facilities Provide the computer facilities with same 
charges Provide competitive books such as GATE, NET, CDS etc proper facilities of water proper facility of toilets wi-fi services in library proper sitting 
arrangement proper checking of library cards outsiders should not allowed in library Proper sanitation Improvement of sitting arrangement Water 
facility Provide more chairs, good books,. Current journals, Improve the bad condition of library toilets because its very impossible to read their when faul 
smell comes from there toilets. I want to suggest all library catalog connect with computer and it opened for all students by doing this our time will 
save. Insufficient staff Insufficient Hindi medium books in the library Insufficient chairs Unavailability of drinking water Library should be computerized Proper 
security in clock room Water facility should be improve in our library the facility of new journals should also improve Computer facility of our library should be 
improve Library should be modified with facilities of updated journals and books with latest enactments. Also provide the other basic facilities to the 
students. Water aqua guard facility More seats for students Tables should be modified in design like advance study we should bring new and update books in 
our library there should be wi-fi in our library we have leak of Hindi-medium books etc. Proper checking of library cards Provide facility for students like water, 
toilet, fresh water, and other basic needs The sanitary condition must be improved Text books sections for science should be open upto 7 pm because 
science students attend classes from 10 to 1 pm and practical from 2 to 5 pm so when will they go to library section??????Provide new edition of books 
Better computer facilities E-books 1. Digitall (2) Provide sitting Accommodation (3) Wi.FI facilities (4) Water, Heater facilities provide properly (5) Fill up 
vcacant posts of staff. (6) improve security service (7) Reading rooms for scholors (8) improve Himalayan Section (9) Increasing Library timing there should 
by aqua-guard in every section of library because only one tap is sued by whole of library bu no drinking water available Number of text books copies should 
be increased by 4-5 times Journals received in the library should reach the concerned department library regularly Heating/ water facilities improvement 



Strengthening of staff Cleanliness requires improvement Number of chairs and tables should be increased It should be opened earlier in the morning as 
possible Whole of building should have wi-fi auction the all old useless books and buy new books awareness seminar on library cooperative of students and 
employees Proper sitting arrangement Internet Facility Computer lab Heating Facility Xeroxing and photocopy facilities Toilets, water facility above all sitting 
arrangement needs improvement improve water fcility provide new computers provide new books Proper arrangement of chairs Poor toilet facilities Dust 
beans in front of every table Heating facilities are very poor Arrangement of new books related to new syllabus Maximum books are arranged Some 
improvement in sitting arrangement Arrangement of chairs Proper space should be provided to the library sitter and all Candidates should be space for sit in 
library Science section should be open only for science students only for sitting The books should also be provided or issued from other section of library to all 
students First of all I am very thankful to all library staff for asking our views, all staff members and library are very helpful but some weakness is required 
there like that, there should be a wi-fi facilities, there should be a good qualities books, as well as water condition and there is lack of chair which should be 
provided.computer and internet facility increase in chairs Hindi medium books My suggestion for the improvement of university library services is to provide 
latest information and provide latest editions of the books. If there any change in any particular subject so one can access to latest information through latest 
edition. In library internet services should be provided which is need of hour. More chairs in library Computers facility in library All competitive exam books in 
library There should be proper arrangements of books Every subjects have there proper space in library Books are not properly arranged There should be 
good internet facility al lack of space in reading halls Water purifier in reading halls Goos sitting capacity must be available Internet facility should be given 
Electronic material of study should contain Provide new edition of books Proper sitting arrangement Provide new chair Provide proper light system Provide 
more heating facility in library during winter Binding of old books Library should be wi-fi there should be proper seating plan for every one both medium of 
books Hindi as well as English medium Proper electricity Proper water facility Proper toilets facility Sanitation Proper wi-fi facility Library should be online 
Proper library staff there should be proper arrangement of clock room, because most of the students have to lost their accessories. there should be proper 
arrangements of water in library Provide latest edition books in the library Increase the number of copies of books, so that all the students can have the 
required books for more time the water and sitting plan should be improved the lack of chair should improved the chair thing is wifi net facility should be 
available internet facilities new library proper staff recruitment allowing 24 hour service renovation maintenance of library hi-tech library new books of latest 
edition] proper sitting plan aqua guard Improvement in infrastructure Stop the dipping of water on the top floors Give the entry to students who have a library 
cards always check the cards New edition books should be made available. Duration of issuing books should be increased and multiple copies of good books 
should be made available. Online information of books stated. Internet wi - fi facility should be made available. various international and national journals and 
magazines should be made available it is good in university library Safe drinking water facility Full water supply within toilet Chair in good condition New 
books in every section Proper sanitation Cleaning of study tables Painting in 24 hpurs library Wi-fi in library Information about magazines, journals will be 
given on some notice board Counselling chambers should be there proper water, heating and toilets facility More books on competitive exams It above 
mentioned views are fulfilled then there is no need of any suggestion New comers or freshers who don;t know how to use library, University library must have 
something for them The chairs and study taska should be in good conditions. Library should be central heated in ervery way. Library is only used by the 
students of HPU not outsiders. Provide new chairs and tables in main library. Provide latest Edition books Same as above facility of wi-fi must be there Better 
and secure bag section facility Clean toilet for good hygiene Relatively cheaper photocopy facility books should be allowed in science sections new version of 
books should be purchased Improve the man power sanitary conditions it should be wi-fi while washed using year proper and good seating arrangement 
proper checking of books the books provided by library they are not sufficient because they are only in one medium Hindi medium books should be provided 
by library Just make the people aware that they can use library for whatever purpose and make aware them that they can effectively use internet facilities for 
their studies and research , should provide the good stuff so they can help students to find out books, which students demand Interview of the increasing 
number of students, the no. of text-books and reference books should be made available proportionally The sittings heating and sanitation should be 
proper Proper toilets, water and proper sufficient chairs in library and aqua guard and many type of heaters Books of new editions for research, more than 1 
copy of important bools of LLM. More journals, heating facility for more students, aqua guard facility, 24 hours water in aqua guards and in 
washroooms Provide new books of latest addition Provide aqua guard facility Provide new and more chairs in the library Provide more space with in the 
library for the students Provide more heating facility in the library Latest books, old editions to be discussed. Library to be connected online, students to be 
provided individual accounts The ambience of the library for readers reading in the library needs to be improved. Retired teachers must also be given 
membership It should act as a researc library for the state of Himachal Pradesh Kitne suggestion de, SCA kitna dharna deti hai usse to Administration ko 
kuck=h farak padta Nahi mere suggestion se kya krage. Our han agar mera suggestion lena hai to lights ka proper arrangement library ke har ek kone me 
hona chahiye. Ankhe khrab ho gayi hai yar andhare main oadh kar/ Improvement sitting arrangement E-books downloading facility Online services Neat and 
clean toilets There should be proper accommodation in library and should proper facilities. Most important is that staff of library is every good but most of the 
posts of library are vacant Most of books in sciences section ar not new. However is biotechnology section most of money spend. Please increase the book 
which are newly revised edition or provide the facility for biotechnology section library make issuance of books a very easy procedure Provide complete and 
better infrastructure facilities Provide us with latest journals and magazines make it fully computerized make strict rules for non library cards users entry Strict 
rules for the ones occupying table To see the catalog of HPU library on the web To have e-library system in our department To provide computer facilities in 
library To provide photostat facilities in the library To provide online services Provide a separate section for girls Provide more and comfortable chairs i library 
Provide water pure firer in each section Provide wifi facility in library or campus Fill the vacant positions of the most urgent staff for the library, rest 
computerize Table and chairs should be there for all students Water facility and heating facility Maintain 24 hours properly Toilets should be well maintained 
Give extra time for use B.ed section Provide more than 6 books for research scholar Please my specially requested to you to all please, please maintain the 
discipline in the library, in library not proper chair, please provide chair, lack of books specially that to History row in books section please demand the same 
books There should be proper sitting facility in the library. Provide wifi facility in library. There should be pure water facility in library New editions of the books 
should be purchased. Timings for issue of the books should be increased Proper, clean toilet facility Free of cost wi-fi service Online HPU site should be 
updated To provide barn acts To provide computerized research To provide photostat facilities Staff should be trained with new e-services activities to give a 
ssemless connectivity of the reader to the knowledge world Provide heaters in library Regular cleaning of toilets Provide proper drinking water services 
Provide security in property room wi-fi facility must be provided by the university library better furniture must be provided to the students outsiders must be 
allowed to access the general section of the library improve the reading section and make one more floor available for 24 hour study the tables and chairs 
should be renovated from time to time. there is lack of chairs in libray reading section There must be new books editions There must be Hindi books editions 
There must be pure drinking water facilities and must be computer facilities at last for one hour There should be proper sitting plan system every students will 
be easily can all effort and related to their style. There should be proper sports for each and every student in comfort way by issuing them necessary 
requirement. Also be good management system water facility should be improve in our library The facility of new books and journals should also improve 
Computer facility of our library should be improve In winter heaters are provides to students in library Improve sitting arrangement In Library we always face 
security of water, it should be properly addressed Internet facility is not good in library, there are few computers system which i have not seen in running 
condition and Internet is very slow, because of this students have to use internet outside the library where students have to paid so much There must 
photocopy facility Bore Act Recent Edition of all books Law books on recent emerging topics facility of e-journal etcProper sitting arrangement More staff for 
help Updated books, Journals Water facility Peaceful atmosphere No parking Near Library No Commercial activities near library Proper security inside and 
outside library Proper lightning and heating facility Daily checking of library card while entering inside the library Increase the chairs and tables in the library 
rooms in exam times no chair is available to seat there and read there Improvement in sitting planning Chair are not available for the most people need to 
increase no of chairs Books are not available in HIndi Toilet facility is nor good need of cleanses of the toilet To provide bare acts in law library To provide 
latest books with amendments on general subjects of law Very important to provide photostat facility in law library More and more literature magazines lack of 
books counseling subject Providing computer facility Providing more furniture and seating arrangement Separate scholar rooms water filter and clean water 
Provide the facility of published research paper in special HPU research magazine Provide facility of New published books Library is not only place where we 
comes to study book rather it is a temple, but unfortunately there are many weakness in this temple firstly there were 3 aqua guard but presently not a a 
single there where they they go nobody. Cyber cafe is in very bad situation all systems affected with hundreds of viruses. Shift the academic staff college to 
another place To checking the library and entry only university students proper seating and provide other facility to students Halls sitting capacity should 
increase Repair tables and chairs Purchase important text books books Upper part of library should be repair and can use for sitting Research or for scholar 
there should be separate cabin increase number copy of books in the library library rules strictly followedTime must be reduced to deliver library card to 
students IT services must be enhanced Drinking water facility Some new books must be purchased as books are old and some has been torn Book issuing 
time must be increased More chairs and desks must be provided as some students has to remain out of library in the lac of space Check academic staff noise 
in their respective offices Provide fresh and filtered drinking water facility Provide a general tap for 24 hours library Provide more chairs in general section 
Some time our university cyber center internet server has been down so make good quality and facility in our cyber center Water facility should be improve in 
our library The facility of new books should be also improve Computer facility of our library should be improve In winter heaters are provides to students in 
library i do not find any big improvement in library but it needs ti improve infrastructure and water and toilet facility 1. Make it user friendly Current books 
available Proper sitting arrangement Drinking Water Proper cleaning of the toilets New editioned books should be provided to the students regarding their 
syllabus and facilities like, increasing the sitting facilities, drinking water should be provided properly and their is an used for published journal also in editorial 
section. it should be air conditioned there should be required number of non-teaching staff for library the librarian should be qualified and 
permanentRestricted zones for campus and outsiders to access library facilities Security for bags and luggages almost everything is going on right way. but i 
feel one thing that the scholars of other states who comes for their classes in academic staff college, they creates so much noise and disturb us. shiftted the 



academic staff college Wi-fi Facility To provide more books on each topic The books of library should be colored and neat The duration of returning books 
should be increased -NIL- Capacity of general reading hall and book section should be increased and research scholar should be increased so that they can 
research better provide latest knowledge edition books library rooms clean daily maintain proper lightning provide fresh new books please provide a best 
infrastructure provide water facility Computrise, provide e-books, reader awarness programmes about availability of e-journals More books and journals 
should be provided Internet should be free for students Printers should also be installed in computer lab Inflibnet is necessary Sitting arrangement should be 
proper Heating facility in winter should be provided to students More accommodation Heating facility Proper ventilation Computer facility New books Condition 
of books should be good Toilets should be properly cleaned General section should be open for 24 hours it humble request well maintain It service Providing 
mare books, online service, more staff proper sitting room, Photocopy facility, proper water service, more private reading room To improve the water facilities 
To improve the condition of students wash room To provide aqua guard facilities Purchase new books Provide the new reading rooms and chairs and tables 
Repair are minted the library building time-to time To provide the good quality stove or electric heaters in the winter Increase the number of chairs Provide 
proper light facility Make silence zone inside the library and the should be strict Academic staff must be removed or shifted New books or journals should be 
issued in library Toilet condition need improvement Proper sanitation Improve water supply Remove UGC academic staff college from library because they 
create noise in the silence zone. Provide latest books Proper maintenance of books is each section separately Pure and clear drinking water facility I found 
everyday that there is good competition of getting seat to sit in library. To see this passion of study gives lot of energy. The only suggestion that comes in my 
mind is that one more building should be opened as library so that student can sit there. Proper sitting arrangement should be there Wi-fi facility should be 
there Large accommodation which occupy most of the students Well furnished toilet facilities A canteen should be there in ground floor for sitting for taking 
meal etc. Provide latest edition books need of aqua guard proper availability of water need of more chairs for sitting Proper sitting facilities Proper drinking 
water Proper heating in winters Increase library timing Also open in holidays I am am employee of university. I have no more time to donate/ spare in library . i 
cannot say more for the improvement of the university library Proper arrangement of water supply New version of books should be provided Increase the 
reading rooms Also provide more number of books Providing proper heating facilities in winter Proper sanitation THERE SHOULD BE AVAILABLE OLS 
GRANTHS ABOUT MUSIC IN THE LIBRARY ALONGWITH "SANGEET" MAGAZINE FROM SANGEET KARYALA. THE BOOKS OF NEW AUTHORS 
SHOULD BE ADDED IN THE LIBRARY More funds provide by H P University for book maintenance Library put the self service machine make better 
management of chairs and tables Suitable sitting capacity in each section Meat and clean toilets Suitable and acceptably IT facilities Better facilities 
especially in section or open section Increase the number of chairs in every section because the removal of the chair create a lot of disturbance The print is 
not good of the library photostat machine replace the machine To provide the help for the student who are using the library for the first time Most important 
the beautification and maintenance of the building of the library Provide dustbin in the library Providing all facilities Good drinking water Good heating 
approach and others Proper drinking water facility Toilets should be cleaned properly and the area near the drinking taps separate There should be more 
newspapers stands More chairs should be provided for seating -NI:- Chairs are less in the library. Water is not available in every department. So please 
connect the every department new edition of books Clean toilets More reference section books I am always thj=ere for any kind of positive work that would 
help my unversity Drinking water facility which is NIl there is no purifier in library In Periodical section we can increase competition magazines in present time 
only few magazines are available so it should increased. Silent environment which is openly disturbed by UGC staff as other staff even students New edition 
of books and Quality books other king of books like Novel, Autobiography and books of famous writers should be in the library Morning timing must be 
increased so lines can be avoided books must be of new editions newspapers, magazines must be available reading room, chair must be proper computer 
system or wi-fi must be available in the library in summer fans must be put or available in library Timing should be increase. New tools and machines should 
use for the cleaning or providing facilities in library it can save time. Furniture of library should be replaced. New edition books and toilet facility for 24 hours 
library.same as aboe proper sitting arrangement well behaved and well equipped staff latest journals, international journals international journals study 
material for competitive exams well-arranged books hi-tech library xerox facility in law library recent amendments and judgement in law library 24 hour 
services Workers must clean the building and toilets properly Maintenance section must take care of their responsibility More systems with better 
performance must be installed More chairs and tables must be put in library Wifi facility in entire building There should be proper sitting facilities There should 
be proper heating facility in winter There should be sufficient material in the library Books should be properly maintained Photocopy facilities should be 
provided in the library Computers and internet facilities should be there Proper siting facility should be provided. Latest books should be there and Number of 
research journals should be increaed Repairs tables and chairs Improvement water facility Proper light system should be given Research or for scholars there 
should be separate cannibals Toilet Cleanliness Heater facility Online Service Sanskrit magazines monthly Library experts Sitting plan arrangement Water 
facility Sanitation facility Lightning facility Good printing press No entry without library card Halls sittings capacity should increase Improved water and toilet 
facility Repair tables and chair Online facility new books and journals Proper sitting arrangement Proper water facility Proper maintenance Proper 
arrangements of books] So that books should be easily available Sanitation of toilets and other ICT facility Accommodation should be increased Infrastructure 
should be renewed E-learning facilities Books should be issued for more than 15 days All thesis / dissertation should be available online New books should 
be available for all subjects Spare space should be used properly, B.ed section should be equipped with more chairs and tables. magazines section 
Himalayan section timing needed to be extended. IT services of HPU is very poor it should be improved and a major problem whatever we pay for internet in 
cyber cafe, official whoever modify there don't enter on any notebook. SO it is loss of HPU property. Hindi medium books are insufficient si number of books 
should be increased. For all students should be charged because itis for us. Provide internet facilities Wi-fi More journals New books Proper water facility 
Photostat machines OPAC system Proper staff arrangement plans Dictionary in reading room More heating point and heaters Providing better heating system 
Better facility of water Increase timing of general section Provide internet services Better reading environment Providing discipline guard in library wi-fi 
facilities computer lab Provide wifi in library Increase library timing Well educated and trained staff should br there IT services should be properly provided 
within the premises Regular stock of books or magazines should be changed or improved Online facilities of books should be given to the students There 
should be proper sitting arrangements Basic information like building, water, washrooms, electricity heating facilities etc. are needed to improve. proper 
maintenance of the library maintain the discipline in the library and issue material for the students use of computer and the internet services in the library with 
proper care of systems promoting the wi-fi system and maintain the infrastructure in library new books for the use of study in the library use of improvement 
for electronic materials all the material in the library giving to the students to study properly proper guide the students learn in the library competition between 
students and library E-journals access Printing facility xerox facility Wi-fi Internet should be free 24 hours service New books should be kept Library cards 
should not be taken after exams and library cards should be available with students during their course Subjects related books should be their Internet 
facilities Provision of downloading e-books Books should be well maintained better facilities if IT services and open the other sections of the library upto 9 pm 
so that the large number of students can also sit in the other section. sitting arrangement are very poor and it should be improved There should be books of 
new edition Books should be issued for longer time period More books should be issued from main library to law students There should be 2-3 photostat 
machines in the library as to reduce the burden First and fore most library staff should be completed, electronic facilities e,g, water , wi-fi, good internet facility 
in inside and outside the library, proper discipline and rule regulations Library staff should be more user friendly Staff should be punctual. The person for 
returning books is usually not present, wasting our precious time. The issuing officer comes to his seat at 11.00 am. this very annoying an wastage of time. 
Staff should not be allowed to talk loudly on mobile phones and also with each other Such a research should be done in department libraries as well. 
Suggestions given are said after having personal experience. Wi-fi facility should be provided There is no specific department in the library. this is all because 
the Himalayan section does not allow entry for the bachelors of MTA department who are they to restrict us ? This is not even the case that we don't have 
anything in common. This should be noted. More books of various authors should be included Wi-fi facility to be provided Staff should be more cooperative 
Library should be made for proper internet Current magazines/ newspapers./ journals should be easily Books should be of latest editions Books of reputed 
authors and published should be given top most priority Employees should be most-cooperative There should be digital service More than one copies of text 
books Updated books Library should be bigger day night facility must be provided to students for using the library Repair of the library More chairs in the 
different sections New books Proper water facility Increment in accommodation Improvement in all the physical facilities like sitting arrangements etc. There 
should be different library for the different departments Number of books should be increased and in new addition at international level. To provide special 
section for the research scholars for reading their own books There should be decorum in library Provide all newly addition books Proper water facility Repair 
maintenance all toned books Required proper electricity facilities Chairs should be in a squeal order Remove the academic staff college from the library 
Improve the photostat properly Please maintenance the library both inside and outside etc. Provide new edition books for issuing for students repair old 
books there must be provision of machine to receive and reject the book there must be onlin library internet and wifi facility new edition books new syllabus 
should be available increased in staff and facility as a regular science section should be open in time there are more books in library Proper Sanitation 
Entertainment facility to remove stress Assistance in finding library books Cameras should be there to avoid theifs activities Every department should have 
their own library section Good books of Hindi medium It provides issued facilities of water, toilet and medical Time to time opened closing library Staff 
behavior should be helpful There should be more heater facilites I want to request the authorities to kindly employee more staff in library to facilitates easy 
access to books. I also request to update the library with latest economic and law journals and more books on research to facilitate reaschers Use of 
computer use of wi - fi Books should be issued for more than one day (Text section books) New edition of books should be made available Multiple copies of 
books should be there Should provide more books More chairs to sit Old broken chairs should be removed Aquagards Provide staff Proper heating system 
during winters The time of issuance of oversight books should be increased No. of books should be increased Show the important books on board New 
arrival and Journals of Hindi medium provided..Improve water facility, Aqua guard should be every where. Library should be open 8.00 am to 9.00 pm closed 
Update outdated books Transfer UGC academic from the library and open it for university students Shouting and speeching by organization should not be 
allowed in any sections of library Security should be in the library proper house keeping should be provided employees should be more so that it maintain well 



security should be there so that cases of robbing in not there internet access is must importatn Provide wifi Provide drinking water facility in law department 
Provide new books in law department Provide e-books Provide photocopy machine in law department Provide proper sitting arrangements Issue of 8 books 
for research scholar Provide computer in law department the sitting facilities must be increased the water facility must be improved the books of the library 
must be renewed the magazines in the periodical section must be of good quality 

Usage of Library 

What is your average usage of Library? 

 

Less than once a month 13 3% 

Once a month 22 5% 

Once every two weeks 23 5% 

Once a week 85 18% 

Daily 337 70% 

Which library facilities do you use ?(please tick all that apply) 
 

Books lending from Library 339 40% 

Reference books/information(e.g.encyclopadia/journal/ newspaper) 272 32% 

Computer facilities 83 10% 

Catalogue facilities 106 13% 

Other 42 5% 

What is main use/purpose of the Library for you? Explain in three lines 
Good quality books and material Internet fcility It is a place of learning , where a person can learn without any interference Competitive exams 1.Research 2 
Internet 3 peaceful atomosphere for reading.Read magazine and news papers daily Read research related books use of computer for research work 
material For daily studies related to course Preparing for copetative exam Borrow books and refrencing material For research purpose For obtaining 
reference material The library provides all facilities like xerox, cyber cafe etc. in a single building It is a p;ace where I can met all types of competitiveness 
books of various subjects The main purpose of the library is to give the students a peaceful atmosphere where we can concentrate Studying internet facility, 
books availability preparation for exams, to gain more and more knowledge and to connect with present wrold Availability of all kinds of books To borrow 
books related to course study This provide ne better environment for reading and also help me in my research work as well as preparation for other 
competitive exama For research work and exams preperation For independent reading To prefer reference books Borrow books, using internet or cuber cafe 
of library All the books are available in a one place. For borrow books and reading room also available in the library A place where it can study in peacrful 
manner with lots of energypreparing lectures, getting imformation from the print material Research of topics Study material Researh Work Research Work for 
the preparation of the competitive exams for the purpose of examination preparation for the purpose of improve our knowledge Helpful in maintaining longer 
attention span Going through reference books and lending books from the library Borrowing books Reference books and for information Peaceful 
environment for study To get good materil for study We Can't buy every book in which we are interested even of our syllabus, rather than this gaining 
knowledge is good habit and library environment is quite good for study i am doing my MA so i am preparing myself for the better understanding of my subject 
so i use library for this purpose and using library reference books for my better understanding for reference books same of books / journals not available 
online I use to sit in the library daily after classes for three hours for computing the sllabi and for newspaper reading too. to knowledge there search and 
getting the latest information for looking the books Providing support material Issuing books Providing appropriate environment for study tp borrow books for 
syllabus the mian purpose must be reading books, borrow books head magazines and ewspapers Reading books, computer facilities, reference books 
information For studying Main use of the library is to utilize whole the time/hours of the day and to make the concentration Borrowing Books Study 
purpose develops reading habits new topic study on linraries Books lending from library To see reference books, magazines or newspaper for information To 
sit and study for the preparation of various exams Reading Research Work Gain more knowledge To achieve the goal For borrowing books Reading 
newspapers and magazines daily, also reading other competitive material Only Newspapers Updating with current knowledge far as my thinking is concerned 
library is a temple for me independent learning source of study achieve own goal Use to prepare for academics and fro the preposition of other 
exams Improve own knowledge and to getting to good academic result The main purpose of library use is study and research Lending books Books lending 
from library Library help me for my research topic. also help me independent learning, Provide us different kind of books Routine maintenanceTo collect the 
research data for completion of any research work, library in very essential for me and for reading books. for using the library To increase knowledge To 
improve skill To improve learning capacity It provides books for us Looking for job opportunities Same as above Knowledge To help research To make a point 
of view may social, political and other To get more and more material for learning and preparation for exams and competitives for daily reading of news 
papers and other books and borrow books The main purpose of the library is to borrow books from the linrary Research work Library in a university provides a 
great place. Library have many uses or purpose for the study It provides helpful books in research topics Also students can learn many habits from library like 
daily routine etc. For our course of study Lending books from library Borrow books Look for books Read newspapers For studying I come library for reading, 
here i study lot of books which are written by different authors To complete MA english For reading Increase knowledge library is the place where can we 
study read independently It gives us help to read in many books we can read and issue different types books, It gives us proper environment for sitting -NIl-
 Borrowing books Research Journals It is a palace just and independent space for study. We can read and get all over knowledge from different field. As a 
students and other person better for the gain of the knowledge. preparing for net also for preparing for exams more for civil services Computer facilities 
Books to study Preparation of exam and good environment for study Books are easily available To get syllabus books Study and research Lending books 
Reading newspaper and journals Books lending from library Journals and newspapers Reading of our own books My main purpose is reading books for 
independent learning Library is the place where we, accomplised towards our goal and library is the path through which we can attain our goal For making 
good study material for preparation of exams Gather study which underline short coming Multiple magazine Study place where and can prepare for my 
exam To learn books and use internet To finding new books To gain knowledge For the research work and preparation for the exams To get books for 



teaching courses To lokk at research journals Study about the all topic of knowledge and most od about the my syllabus studies for study in the library for the 
test and exam and improvement of study and studding the syllabus material in the library and also learn and imrove the learning skills also I cam give 24/24 
hours for study in library, if i want where as to any other place due to disturbance i can mot give it For reading books from library there are many text books 
for different authors also ther are various types of newspaper available in the library To see books related to my research topic To read newspapers and 
magazines To study books library environment is hugely conducive to studis independent learning for improving our self for improving the knowledge for self 
study Getting books and reference for our course syllabus and its use in ore assignment and presentations for reading i use the library main use or purpose of 
library is to supply the books to the students or reader about his invention, which he/she need for the study. newspapers reading To read books 
silently Getting help in doing my research eork provide books, related to our syllabus and G.K. Library provide us different books for different subjects, due to 
which we are able to gain more and more knowledge -NIL- To gain knowledge and built better future and get high post. To make a study routine It helps us to 
move i=us concentration and knowledge and there we can access the different books To reading To provide books to get the text books and reference books 
from library which are not available at very high cost in the market To study the books Read the magazine and newspaper We can extend and increase our 
knowledge because there are available many of books, magazines, newspapers and we can seat there many of hours reading purpose To get or attain good 
knowledge of books so that it may help in building of my career Library provide good environment for study It provide big source encyclopedia/ journal/ 
newspapers It grow up our learning capacity and knowledge It provide reasonable computer facility Fair use of time by reading the books provided by the 
department and to be updated with the happening Foe the reading and preparation for job and competitive exams. it helps me in my research work it provide 
me career guidance it provide me current knowledge Library gave us a very good atmosphere to read any thing whichever of our interest. The calm 
atmosphere is provided by library staff as well as students./ But some disturbance occur sometimes outside of library and aslo inside the library by the 
students Library help me for my research work, also help me independent learning, Provide us different kinds of books Research purpose Learn from books 
and follows to consult the syllabus and research work Issue books druing exam For my research All competitive examination To reffer books for making 
notes the main purpose of the library is to utilize the free time in studying books, magazines and newspapers -NIL_ Library is the pivot of my activities, be it 
for teaching, research or for updating my knowledge Lending books cannot be purchased be students and also available of information of new research for 
using reference books and library books from library and find different books on a topic in one place borrowing books from library for preparing for exams 
reading newspaper for photostat Students need fulfil Borrowing books, spending time to study if free time available during working hours of university/ To use 
as a research library For improving my knowledge as well as mental level and all sound development of myself No Comment Borrow books, using internet on 
cyber cafe of library It help me in my study related with competitive exam and also in my research work. It also provide me latest material related with my 
studies and research The main purpose of the library is to learn and collect information about the topics and subjects the main purpose to use the library to 
take every type of bookswere we ask and other newspapers online internet to wi-fi services Available of research data All newspapers journals, magazines 
etc. Books Research -Nil- To find out those material which is essential for us. Issue of books reading Journals and Research papers Borrowing books 
Reading research work Doing research work in topics independent study Motivation environment is study Variety books we need for any particular topic For 
reading I thinks that library provides good environment for study in library all students study around you, which is a motivating factor just for independent 
study Preparation of examination and general awareness for competitive examinations To read newspapers and journals To read related my subject books 
lending from library and reading For reading extra material To books, Journals regarding my research work To use internet facility regarding research 
Atmosphere for research Helps in study course Source of information RESEARCH AND KNOWLEDGE Provides books related to all syllabus and GK to get 
the updates and time for my studies and preparations for the competitive exams Study. Library provides a good environment for studying. Besides this we can 
consult different books to get good study material Research work and preparing for competitive examination. In addition to a place where people are met 
with. To do study / research Reference books for reading and research work To acquires knowledge from various reasons Helping in my research Best usage 
of my precious time It helps me to study too many reference books, magazines which helps me in exams To borrow the books from library To read journal 
and news papers Reading Research work Gain more knowledge To getting job For knowledge Preparation for upcoming exams For checking resources for 
research to find current information to have greater command in physics that's why i use for my sub test mater It is the major source of information in 
research Availability of books My purpose in the library to study, because here i have access to huge material which i need Peaceful study and borrowing 
books Lending books from library for reading purpose For study Search topic related to studies for reading and research work getting knowledge and proper 
concentration Borrowing books reading newspaper Study in peaceful environment To improve appropriate facility for the students what they need. Develop 
library as study hub Research course of the study the store house of books Consultation of reference books Thesis consultation It provide us a study 
environment that we can not get anywhere To borrow books of different types For reading purpose 

Which Library section(s) do you use mostly ? 
 

Reference section 175 25% 

General Stacks section 169 24% 

Periodical Section 71 10% 

Reading room/hall 240 34% 

Private Reading Room 43 6% 

Do you use any of the following University Library services?(please tick all that apply) 
 

Look for and request books 237 28% 

Research topics (e.g. in encyclopedias, dictionaries or other online reference books 177 21% 

Regional, National and International history resources) 107 13% 

Read magazine and newspapers 288 34% 

Follow a computer-based learning course 35 4% 

Why do you use the reference books in Today’s context also? (explain in three lines) 
To improve our knowledge To enhance knowledge To be updated it is a very important part of system Reference book gave us the all information about our 
topic what our teachers gave us to research For course study They enhance our knowledge about particular subject These books are very useful in Research 
Work Research topics and other consultaion We use the reference books in today's context to cover our syllabus in which we are studying To clarify the 
topic to improve the quality of my knowledge While preparing the preparation I use the reference books. Reference books are the source from which we get 
lackgroung of the particular topic. I have consult many books inmy research and other study Well explanation We read advance To give support to todays 
context because basic knowledge remains always the ground reality reference books are quite helpful to us we get a thorough knowledge about our 
subject World is changing everyday. So we need to keep ourselves update by reading references and make our point more valid and strong For detailed 
study of topics making notes For maximum material Because reference books are good because we get all information from these books which is not find any 
where. So to use of reference books is very good for us. To gain all knowledge about any thing by different books in the library FOR RESEARCH AND 
IMPROVE KNOWLEDGE ABOUT MUSIC Reference books re very much required for doing further researches It provides a base for knowledge building and 
providing new areas and aspects for research purpose. Play very iimportant role in research eork to research work/project For seeking abstract of latest 
information and knowledge We use reference books for the development of reflective . because if we concern only for the book which is related to subject we 
can not develop this. Same as Above It helps me to overall knowledge of the subject ot topic For dissertation For exam purpose We use reference books for 



the development of mental level Yes, sometimes many books explanation for certain topics is superb Because these reference books help me more to 
understand my topic and provide solution of my problems.According to my syllabus of LLB which is helpful to me -NIL- Reference books makes research 
authentic Because reference we can make our research paper Reference books grant us a vision for gurante i am not using any reference books from 
library Because study material is good The language used in the books os also good can be inderstand reference books also available but old addition there 
must be new edition books Reference books learn us the various subjects of humanities and helping us to being human So that we can have the idea about 
our topic if they are providing the good material to us. For better understanding of any topic, reference books. Fro research purpose to get the knowledge the 
whole the world to get tge knowledge of different issue of the soidty It helps in giving direction to our research work Reference books helps in better 
understanding of the concepts given in text books Every body know something but when it comes to explain he/she should have, a solid base. i use reference 
books to specify my base line Journals Relaited to subject books To clarify its meaning It will be help us today, tomorrow and in the future For exploring some 
important topic which would help full for our entrance and examination Can't explain because i only use my personal books inlibrary Because they are an 
authentic source of information and knowledge 1. updating knowledge 2. Research purpose 3. Development of philosophy ideas and thoughts They are very 
useful to access the topics reference books provide us the background of the topic For increase my knowledgeNo in this library there is not any material or 
books about the present seriousness and times To have a computer knowledge of a particular topic reference books are good source of knowledge every 
student are not able to access internet facility and it in wide source of knowledge Use of books for my personal knowledge Boos also ise for mu research 
work Book also use for competitive examinationasthe reference books provide a lot of knowledgethe reference books have no erroe and the students can 
easily understand Reference books are needed to collect more and more material for the examinationTo have variety of material there are lot of basic 
concepts in the reference books other then the text books reference books are not available personally authenticity pf the information reference books very 
helpful to clear any type of text For research topic and to understand the concept of the topic in better manner To increase the knowledge For detailed study 
of the subject and precious experience can given a lot of help For getting knowledge For knowing national and international business isue purpose of 
research and to make this actual source To Research work and Project work To Consult syllabus To get syllabus covered of concerning strems with the help 
of reference books. For information Improves the knowledge by getting extra study material They are of much help in spite of available text books As it give 
use precise knowledge about the topic and related topic reference books provide very effective material for preperation Books provide more relevant 
information from any other source For research topic and for the study To achieve maximum satisfaction from a topic of reference books reference books are 
important touse do they provide the basci idea Sorry, I can not use reference book till today reference books are few and quality of material is excellent to just 
clarify the topic more preciously I use the reference books to get mu subject topic and books names my new authors and latest edition They help in research 
as well as provide subject related information To be od the latest development in any field is the need of the hour. Same as above Updating knowledge 2 
Research purpose 3 Development of Philosphy Ideas and thosught As the reference books are very helpful Because of time clear printing Becuse these are 
authentic sources preparing for job These are a source of authentic information to increase teh knowledge, for research topic general knowledge Provide 
proper information We can issue them and we put to search a topic. This thing help us a lotBooks are original source of research books re more authentic It 
guides us Trust worthy data is provided Books are the best friends . thay can more authentic and reliable source of infirmation First of all reference books 
provide a great help in research and if the student want to know some basic knowledge which help so it can be achieve from reference books For the purpose 
of research and preparing seminars For research work and to refresh and upgrade my knowledge Itis need of present time and very importnat for research 
work. Nothing is complete is itself. To gain more, accurate and deep understanding of nay topic, field of study, one require or should use the reference books 
also. The is not for the things context only. Because these provide authentic knowledge Good quality books and material never goes waste for research 
topics and clean the comcepts reference books are important in today's context Yes reference books gives a lot of knowledge about the today context we, 
can gain more information about that books. For research work For gain the basic knowledge for our subject and clear the basic concepts it gives us proper 
knowledge It gives us knowledge from easy to hard Interest in every topic -NIl- to wide our knowledge to clear the concepts and topics briefly to know the 
views and through of carious sections To get the study material Well explained They are a/c to the points Because it provides in depth knowledge to a 
particular topic. the reference books are is today context we improve aver self new the subject and hold the and answer the all question raising in the syllabus 
also. Yes, because all the books are not accessible at a time, its good to have reference books I am preparing my self for the IAS and UGC and library and all 
library staff helping me for this purpose Reference books cannot be replaced with Firstly they are reliable source of knowledge secondly information available 
in from them reliable sources is not reliable Easy access to the reference books it will enhance our knowledge we will become able to do competition study it 
will wider our research criteris The reference books facility us with the topic in a wider sense, variety is there Research To write research paper To make 
notes for exams They provide banks knowledge about topic, they are authentic and more over they are helpful to the general reader as well as for exams and 
they give is concept clearly. for improve our knowledge regularly our subject of study Yes, they are helpful in the history of the concerned topic. More ever 
reference books. Reference books provides depth knowledge of about particular topic or concept To have most knowledge and to have clear understanding 
to my topic To access old sources of kowledge To get more knowledge about particular topic To go depth and knowledge particular topic To get more 
material about the topic for our thesis work To get updated on new ideas on research To improve analytic skills on various topics Because the reference 
books available in the library are very good and some of them are not easily available in the market These books are very useful in research work. research 
topics and others consultation They supply great knowledge and study For research purpose by the help of them we can know and understand how the 
change comes and how the specific goal og thing can be made 

Name of student/Teacher/Member 
Sanya Kumari Meena Kumari Preeti Happy Negi Asam negi Sapna Kumari Shashi Kant Arpit Kuthiala Ina Sood Naveen Singh Gill Rini Vaidya Pankaj 
Sharma Inder Sheikh NazChaman Lal Priyanka Sharma Pawan Kumar Komal Verma Ajay Sharma LATA KUMARI Prince Aditya Singh Naveen 
Kumar Shashi Bala kalia Sunil Kumar Chintu HimanshuVikas Kalotra Pawan Thakur Krishan Dev Sham Singh Suraj Kumar Priyanka Bhardwaj Swati Varsha 
Dogra Ruchi Thakur Monika Kimari thakur Kalpna Kumari Deepika ThakurRavinder SIngh Sakshi Bhardwaj manojKumar Anika Rarmar Dharmender 
Kumar Nitin Mahant Dumesh Kumar Iqbal khan Davita Kavi Sushil Kumar Ravidutt Sharma Munish SharmaShalini thakur Ashwani Kumar Yogesh 
Mehta Vipan Kumar Ritu Raj Ram Krishan Meenakshi Lamba Pankaj Kumar Sujata Sirkeck Inder Jit Singh Isha Tanuj Sharma PriyankaNisha Dhiman Akhil 
Bhaik Komal Dimpal Sharma Jeevan lata Mahender Singh Ayush Sen Gagan Nisha Devi Asha Thakur Deep Lal Virender Singh Rakesh Kumar Vikas 
Nathan Rohit Harta Aabha Sonia Kritika Girija Nand Hoshiar Chadn Ravi Kumar Anita Chauhan kavuta Thakur Shilpi Chandra Supriya Rita Thakur Narender 
Kumar AnuragParul Gupta parmod Arti PK Ahluwalia Nimesh Guleris Umesh Bhardwaj Saroj Sharma Heni Loli Hemat Kumar Deepika Rohit Kumar Risha 
Sharma Sunny Vijaya Kumari Anita Thaakur Richa Sharma Nishant Walia NIrmala Kumari Savita Chuahan Preeti Devi Surabhi Mehra Vikram Kaushal Daizy 
Thakur -NIL- mohit Thakur Sunny Verma Ajay Chauhanmanoj patiyal Balbir SIngh Raj Kiran D K Sharma Om Prakash Amita Thakur Disha Sood Prof. 
Inderjeet Kaur Ashish Kumar Gyan Chand Anand Kumar Mangkam Pramod Anil Kumar Gaurav Thakur lalit Shikha Abhimanyu Renu Kumari Vijay 
Chauhan NIL Shweta Dutta Prashant Chauhan Balbir Singh Nitish Sharma Seeya Sharma Yash Pal Pooja Sood Dinesh Kumar Neelam Thakur Virender 
Kumar rEKHA dEVI Neeraj Sharma Dev Raj Pooja Dhiman Shardha Nainta Muneesh Jhoulta Rajesh Kumar Shalini jaswal Gopal Singh Shalu Chauhan Usha 
Rana Sandeep Kumar bavita Vishal Sharma Nivedita Neeta Ram Neha Rai Arun Kumar Saurav Sharma Ajay Kumar Kanwar Singh Baldev SinghSanjeev 
Kumar Roop Lal Suraksha Dharun Kapur Amit Kumar Ashwani Negi MUkesh Shazia Poonam Thakur Ramesh Kumar Rakesh Preeti jaswal Virender 
kaushal Yog RajAnkush Sharma Rajeev Sharma Pooja Mamta Rashtry Sumbul Timmi Pathania Rekha Thakur Thakur Sen Abhishek Kumar Badri Sen 
Bilyan mandhu Bala Anamika Kumari RamaIsha Rahi Hemlata 

Roll No./Library Borrower No. 
2008 12-B-2809 2004 940 8125 530 12012 2953 12-B-144 2202 12124 12122 932 1084 936 939 B-12-231 929 2942 12-B-7198 1493 1459 318 12-B-
7182 925 310 311 924 13-C-179 8101 05-B-5786 1701 13-C-1148 5765 5242 815 5627 13-C-
379 12042 1061 2966 2965 2964 2824 12049 2587 57732820 841 3240 13100 980 984 2675 2673 5131 13-C-56 13-C-2351 702 4156 13108 11-B-7134 13-
C-931 4074 09-B-6796 10-B-6932 305 839 5921 13-C-259 13014 441 13-C-47 4160 12-B-7294 4049 13-C-135 964 962 961 12135 13-C-230 A-14764 -NIl-
 2698 4050 12131 130 10-C-222 1407 1401 950 26932684 1204 1203 2686 1206 215/2144 12142 2139 4063 4067 13-C-
9 1209 4041 1007 4045 1109 1106 3009 2648 1101 A-11818 4037 12098 26583203 4034 3206 13244 2654 13-C-209 13-C-06 1381 13056 B-12-
125 879 3001 1515 -NIL- 09-B-6815 2627 1129 3025 1126 A1234 3031 13-C-102 3415 B-11-75 1508 2632 NIL 2638 1112 3015 2780 11-B-
7098 3232 13173 11-B-7061 1350 6261 12-B-2852 13-C-1744 2052 2700 13182 12050 -Nil- 2619 35942615 B-12-164 2617 23212 B-12-
162 3592 2618 2715 2802 502 2610 6307 1234 C6A79-13 238 AA@#$! 2721 13-C-1280 1745 1227 1228 13-C-325213062 13067 2923 2925 12-B-2865 11-
B-6979 1019 9271 1012 1214 6032 1212 12-B-2762 20-12-184 1219 13-C-428 

 



Class/Semester/Subject 
M.Sc. Physics MA Geography 4th FYICTA III BTA Research Scholar Math 3rd Sem M.Ed EVS Ph.D History M.Phil Chemistry M.SC IIIrd MA MA Music M.Sc 
1at MA English MA #rd M.Ed. M.Com 3rd MA Maths MCA Ist Tourism -NIL- MTA 3rd Chemistry BTA III M.Sc Botony M.Sc Zoology I MMC Performing 
Arts MBA 1stTeaching MBA Ist Sem BTA 5th Sem NIL B.Tech 7th M.Sc Maths PGDMC Employee MA Ist MBA 3rd PG German MA Sociology LAW MCA 
3rd M.SC MicrobiologyMTA M.Sc 1st llb M.Tech Diploma M.SC MBA Physics Zoology M.Com Ist Sem M.Phil Russian language M.Sc Chemistry MA 
1st M.Sc 4th 1st M.Sc MCA M.Sc Botany Botaby MA 1se Diloma in DDU DDu 1st M.Sc Maths 1st -NIl- MMC 1st LLb Ph.D. Ph.D. Zoology M.Sc 
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Tick the appropriate category to which you as a reader belong. 
 

PG Student 303 62% 

Research Scholar 127 26% 

UG Student 33 7% 

Teacher 17 3% 

Visitor 6 1% 
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